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latter.     The  last dynasty  of Vijaynagar,  in the  16th
century, regularly couples the two names : its princes pride
themselves of being honoured by Kafabhoja-Bhoja-Kalinga)
etc.    See  for example JSp. Ind.  XI,  334 : XII,    343 ;
XIII,   229,  XVI, 313.    The name of Kamboja is always
written there as Kaihbkoja  in  imitation  of   Bkoja.    The
pandits  of Vijayanagar could have produced in support of
their spelling an almost sacred authority ; the grammarian
Yaska, the predecessor of Panini, in the famous passage of
the Nirukta, II, 1, 4, where he mentions the use of the verb
sav in the sense of " going " amongst the Kamboja adds
a curions interpretation  of the name: savatir gatikarma
Kambojesv eva bhasyate Kambojah Kambalabhojah bamanlya-
bhoja va kambala-h kamariiyo bhavati... " The Kamboja, these
are " Bhojas with the mantle of wool (kambala}"  or "the
Kamboja   as kamaniya  (desirable)" ; the desirable (for
them),  is a mantle of wool  (on account of the   cold,
adds a gloss)."    Yaska  gives  this etymology in order to
show clearly the position of the   Kambojas in relation to
the Aryas, whose linguistic usage he opposes to that of
the Kambojas in the following sentence ; the  Kamt-boja,
as  they are a branch of the  Bhoja,  do not form a part
of the Arya.    Thus,  at an ancient epoch close  to  what
is   called   the Vedie  period, an  erudite and sagacious
grammarian analyses  the name of the Kambojas, as we
propose to do,  into fcam + bkoja and  he frankly admits
his difficulty in explaining by  Sanskrit the  element Ktim
placed at the head of the name.
After this long digression, my attempt to discover
in Tamalipti a correspondanee with the name Kamarupa
may perhaps.not seem so daring. Besides, I do not pretend
to put forward anything except a hypothesis for discussion,
Whateve* may be the filial issue, it would not affect the

